Textured Fabric Pillows
Instructor: Sue Hausmann Class fee $50. Paid to instructor

Thu / Feb 11 Time 9:30am-4pm
Location Cathey’s Sewing and Vacuum Duval Store
SUPPLY LIST
*Sewing Machine with standard accessories
*Piping Foot—if bringing piping as trim—optional but if you want to learn piping, bring it
* Free Motion Foot
* Edge Stitching Foot (optional)
* Dual Feed Foot with quilting guide (if you want to stitch a grid pattern)
*Sew Shrink Fabric –purchase the package at Cathey’s
* Batting about 20” x 20” of cotton batting—you may want to bring different types of batting
and some scraps of fabric to experiment with before you start your pillow top
⌘ Fabric –you will want to bring a beautiful fabric to shrink for your pillow top. Purchase at
least ¾ yard or a large pillow panel as you will shrink the fabric after quilting it to batting and
the Sew Shrink Fabric. Sue used a large flower panel however this is a beautiful technique for
just about any fabric design and for solids so choose something that you love.
Suggest you bring some fabric to experiment with threads and technique before quilting your
pillow top
Backing fabric for pillow-3/4 yard
Pillow form—suggest waiting until you finish your pillow so you know what size to purchase (or
you can stuff pillow with fiberfil)
*Decorative threads in colors to coordinate with your pillow top or invisible thread –your
choice
*Perfect Point Turner
*Havel’s pinking shears
*Cutting mat, ruler and cutter with new blade if you like to cut out with rotary tools
or * Dressmaker’s Shears for cutting --we have some for you to use if hard to bring
* Ruler
Basic Sewing Kit
*Thread to coordinate with fabric
*Straight Pins and/or clips
*Fabric shears and trimming scissors
*Fabric Marking Utensil
*Seam Ripper
Items marked with * are available for purchase at Cathey’s

